Fishing on the Armu River
For you serious anglers, we offer a
splendid fishing tour on the Armu River,
running at 3-4 mph through pristine taiga
in northern Primorye.
The key attraction is the Hucho Taimen,
"Master of Siberian rivers" (150 pounds,
over 6 ft long). Other fish (lenoks,
maksoon, graylings) are smaller, but
compensate in number what they lack in
size. You can expect 50-150 grayling
hits a day.
All spinning and flyfishing techniques are suitable but remember that you will be
fishing in fast streams. We offer you to try "mouse" fishing to catch Taimen. This
unique local method simulates the frantic movements of a mouse fallen into the water
to attract trout and taimen and offers an unparalleled fishing experience.
The golden season for fishing and exploring the Taiga lasts between mid-September
and early November.
SAMPLE OF THE TOUR
SEASON: 20th May-15th October
RATING: easy, law-comfort.
LOCATION: Vladivostok, Krasnoarmeisky Country.
GROUP SIZE: max 12
COMMENTS: Please, bring with yourself warm clothes (the weather might be rather cool), waterproof
jacket or raincoat, first-aid kit, waterproof jacket, waders for fishing, fishing tackle, insect repellent.
DAY
ITINERARY
MEALS
Day 1
Arrival in Vladivostok. Check-in in the hotel. Lunch. A 3-hour sightseeing L
tour around Vladivostok. Traditional Russian Dinner.
D
Day 2
After breakfast we take a 10-hour jeep ride to Krasnoarmeysky Country. B
(Lunch on the way). Alternatively, we can reach our location by helicopter in
just two and a half hours. Then we arrive to this country, where we will stay L
in a comfortable Finnish-style lodge on the bank of the Armu River, a 1,000
feet away from the mouth. The house has a living room and two bedrooms. D
A banya, Russian traditional sauna and a shower are also available. You can
catch your first fish within 15 minutes after your arrival. Overnight
Day 3-6
Fishing
BLD
Day 7
Breakfast. Departure to Vladivostok.
B

**Please, note! The dates and duration of the tour may depend on the schedule of
flights.
*The program route and duration can be changed considering your wishes.

